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In regards to cultural and linguistic competence, parents feel the district communicates the importance of respecting students of

all sexual orientations and agree that their child feels they belong and are welcome at the school. The overall impression on

relationships for parents is positive, in that the school is prompt with responding to their calls and feeling encouraged to be an

active partner in their child's education. Students in grades 3 and 4 have an overall positive impression on engagement at their

school; they feel that their teachers care about them, treat them with respect, and would notice if they were not in school.

Students in grades 5-12 feel that the school provides instructional materials that reflect their cultural background and that

people of different races or ethnicities get along well at the school. They believe there are lots of chances to get involved in

extra-curricular activities and that they have at least one adult at the school who they can go to for help. Teachers generally

agree that the district encourages students to take challenging classes regardless of race and that staff does a good job helping

parents to support children learning at home. Teachers also feel split about whether they have many informal opportunities to

influence what happens within their building. Non-Instructional staff all agree that students are encouraged to get involved in

extra-curricular activities and that relationships between staff and principals are positive. 

The majority of students feel safe at school and know what to do if there is an emergency. Most 5th through 12th grade

students agree that they would report a threat to school or student safety if they heard about it. In regards to bullying and

cyberbullying, many 5th through 12th grade students are split in their response to whether students at their school are

bullied and if they feel students would try to stop bullying if they see it. Most parents feel that their child's school is a

friendly place overall and that they agree the district takes effective measures to ensure the safety of students. Teachers

generally agree that they can manage almost any student behavior problem but they are split in their response to whether

physical conflicts among students is a prevalent problem at their school or not. Teachers also mostly agree that the

district provides effective confidential support and referral services for students needing help because of substance

abuse. Most teachers and non-instructional staff agree that they feel safe at their school.

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
According to all non-instructional staff, the staff in the district expect students to do their best. Most feel that it is a part

of their job to prepare students to succeed in college. They mostly agree that the district places a priority on students'

health needs and physical activity. The majority of teachers and staff agree that students are recognized by staff for

positive behavior. Most survey respondents are split in their response as to whether they agree that discipline is fair

amongst students. Students feel they can talk to their teachers about problems they bring to class and feel that their

teachers do make it clear to them when they have misbehaved in class. Parents agree that the district communicates

school policies and procedures clearly, and teachers and non-instructional staff agree that the district recognizes

students for positive behavior. Most respondents find the school to be clean and the majority of students agree that they

feel proud of how their school looks on the outside. 

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.
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As part of their School Improvement Grant, Lockport City School District administered the U.S.

Department of Education School Climate Survey to parents, students, and staff in November 2021.

Note: Data is the foundation in which important conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted

through dialogue and further analysis which can result in new and more focused questions.
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The impression on cultural and linguistic competence is generally positive; teachers and parents agree that the

school communicates how important it is to respect students of all beliefs, practices, and sexual orientations.

Students agree that people of different cultural backgrounds, races, or ethnicities get along well at this school.

In regards to relationships, teachers and parents agree that communication is efficient from school to home.

Parents feel that staff do a good job helping parents to support their children's learning at home. Students

agree that their teachers care about them and are available whenever they need to talk with them. Student

respondents are split, however, as to whether they feel students respect or like one another. Most teachers

agree that the people at this school care about them as a person and they feel like they belong. Parents feel

that staff really cares about their child. 

In terms of physical safety, the majority of students feel safe going to and from this school. and parents

feel that their child is safe at the school. Teachers also generally feel they are safe at the school, however,

they are split in their response as to whether physical conflicts among students are prevalent. The

impression on bullying and cyberbullying is split among respondents. Half of survey participants feel that

bullying and cyberbullying is a frequent problem among students, and only 42% of students agree that

students at the school would try to stop bullying. In regards to substance abuse, all respondents are split

in their response as to whether student drug use is an issue. Exactly half of students feel that students

use/try alcohol or drugs while at school or school sponsored events. The majority of students agree that if

students hear about a threat to school or student safety, they would report it to someone in authority.

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
Most respondents agree that the school looks clean, pleasant, and well maintained. Teachers are split in

their response as to whether their teaching is hindered by poor heating, cooling, and/or lighting systems

at the school. Teachers agree that they feel it is a part of their job to prepare students to succeed in

college. Parents feel that the programs and resources at the school are adequate to support students with

special needs, and students agree that their teachers expect them to do their best all the time. 76% of

teachers agree that once we start a new program at the school, they do not follow up to make sure that

it's working. One third of parents do not know whether the school provides high quality services to help

students with social or emotional needs, nor are they aware of any programs at the school that develop

students' social and emotional skills. Students and parents are split on whether they agree that discipline

is fair. Parents and teachers do agree that the school communicates school policies and procedures

clearly.

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS

774774 STUDENTS STUDENTS        143143 PARENTS PARENTS      4949 TEACHERS TEACHERS  

966966

STUDENTSSTUDENTS80%80%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

48%48%

66%66%

This school provides instructional materials that reflect
students' cultural background, ethnicity and identity.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS75%75%

PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

85%85%

81%81%

I feel safe at this shool/My child is safe at this school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS68%68%

PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

40%40%

45%45%

Physical fighting between students is a problem at this
school.
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TEACHERSTEACHERS

54%54%

56%56%

Students at this school are often bullied.
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PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

57%57%

56%56%

Students at this school are often cyberbullied.
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PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

Student drug use is a problem at this school.

62%62%

91%91%

100%100%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS

PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

Student alcohol use is a problem at this school.

80%80%

63%63%

99%99%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS72%72%

PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

83%83%

90%90%

Staff and students know what to do if there is an emergency,
natural disaster, or dangerous situation during the school day.

Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS70%70%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

PARENTSPARENTS

TEACHERSTEACHERS

100%100%

88%88%

The school looks clean and pleasant.

Continued...
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The teachers and the school has high expectations for
students.
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95%95%
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The school provides high quality services to help
students with social or emotional needs.
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33%33%

Discipline is fair.
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27%27%

School rules are applied equally to all students.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS67%67%

PARENTSPARENTS
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I feel like I belong; the school is a friendly place.
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Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.
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Teachers and students agree that the school provides instructional materials that reflect students' cultural

background, ethnicity and identity. The vast majority of teachers feel the school provides effective supports

for students needing alternative modes of communication. Student respondents are split on whether they

agree that adults in the school treat all students respectfully, and teacher respondents are split as to whether

the school provides effective resources and training for teaching students with IEPs across different language

and cultures. Teachers mostly agree that administrators involve staff in decision-making, and students feel

they have lots of chances to be part of class discussions or activities. 94% of students agree that if they are

absent, there is a teacher or some other adult at school that will notice their absence. 

Students feel that their teachers like them, but they are split as to whether they agree that students like

one another. 91% of teachers feel that people at the school care about them as a person and the majority

of teachers also agree that the school inspires them to do the very best at their job. Most students know

what to do if there is an emergency, natural disaster or a dangerous situation during the school day, and

100% of teachers know what to do. The majority of students feel safe at the school and feel safe going to

and from the school. Student respondents are split as to whether they agree that substance abuse is a

problem at the school, while all teacher respondents find it to be a problem. 

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
80% of teachers agree that the school is an inviting work environment, and student respondents are

mostly split in their overall impression of the school environment. Students feel their teacher gives them

individual attention when they need it, and they agree that their teachers expect them to do their best at

all times. Teachers do not feel that their students come to class prepared with the appropriate supplies

and book. Teachers do not feel that it is a part of their job to prepare students to succeed in college. In

regards to discipline, students agree that teachers make it clear to them when they have misbehaved in

class. Teachers agree that staff at the school are clearly informed about school policies and procedures,

and they have found that the school places a priority on teaching students strategies to manage their

stress levels. 

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
8080 STUDENTS STUDENTS                                            1313 TEACHERS TEACHERS  

9393

STUDENTSSTUDENTS87%87%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

TEACHERSTEACHERS91%91%

This school provides instructional materials that reflect
students' cultural background, ethnicity and identity.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS60%60%

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

All students are treated the same, regardless of
whether their parents are rich or poor.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS52%52%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

Respect is shown to all students and their cultural
beliefs and practices.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS72%72%

TEACHERSTEACHERS75%75%

Students are encouraged to get involved in extra-
curricular activities.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS60%60%

TEACHERSTEACHERS81%81%

I feel like I belong.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS77%77%

TEACHERSTEACHERS91%91%

People at the school are socially accepted.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS65%65%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

I know what to do if there is an emergency, natural
disaster, or a dangerous situation during school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS79%79%

TEACHERSTEACHERS73%73%

I feel safe at this school.
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Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

STUDENTSSTUDENTS24%24%

TEACHERSTEACHERS60%60%

Students carry guns and knives to school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS49%49%

TEACHERSTEACHERS64%64%

Students at the school steal money, electronics, or
other valuable things while at school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS50%50%

TEACHERSTEACHERS40%40%

Vandalism is a problem at the school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS56%56%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

Drug use is a problem among students at this school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS53%53%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

Alcohol use is a problem among students at this
school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS67%67%

TEACHERSTEACHERS80%80%

The school looks clean and pleasant.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS56%56%

TEACHERSTEACHERS70%70%

Discipline is fair.
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Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.
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In regards to cultural and linguistic competence, the majority of participants agree that the school provides

instructional materials that reflect their cultural background, ethnicity, and identity. Nearly all teachers and staff agree

that the school provides effective supports for students needing alternative modes of communication, and 83% of

parents feel that the school encourages students to take challenging classes no matter their race, ethnicity, nationality,

and/or cultural background. 100% of teachers and staff agree that staff do a good job helping parents to support their

children's learning at home, and all respondents feel that students are encouraged to get involved in extra-curricular

activities. 

The majority of teachers and staff feel like they belong at their school. Most staff feel satisfied with the recognition

they get for doing a good job, however 61% of teachers disagree with this statement. Most parents agree that the

school is a friendly place overall - they feel the staff really cares about their child and care about what families think.

Student respondents were split in their response to whether students respect or like one another. They are also split in

their response to whether it is easy to talk with teachers at the school and whether teachers understand their

problems. Staff members were split in their response to whether they can manage almost any student behavior

problem. In regards to physical safety, parents feel that their child is safe at this school, and the majority of students,

staff, and teachers would agree. Teachers and staff feel that there are physical conflicts among students, and that

students often verbally abuse teachers. Students are split as to whether they agree that students threaten to hurt other

students, whether students steal valuable things while at school, and whether students damage other students'

property. 26% of teachers believe that students would not feel comfortable reporting a bullying incident to a teacher or

other staff. Students are split in their response as to whether students try to stop bullying. The majority of staff and

teachers agree that bullying and cyberbullying is a frequent problem among students at the school. Teachers and staff

agree that the school provides effective training in safety procedures, and staff and students agree that students know

what to do if there is an emergency situation during the school day.

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
Most respondents agree that the school looks clean and pleasant, although 72% of students have found that the

bathrooms in the school are not clean. Staff feel that their work is hindered by a lack of materials and basic supplies at

the school, and teachers are split in their response to this statement. Teachers and students agree teachers expect

them to do their best all of the time, although staff are split in their response to this statement. Staff and teachers

agree that the school places a high priority on addressing students' mental health needs, and students generally feel

their teachers really care about them. Parents do not agree that they are contacted by the school when their child does

something good at school. The majority of students agree that their teachers make it clear when they have misbehaved

in class. Students, parents and staff are split in their response as to whether discipline is fair, and most teachers believe

it is not fair, with 90% disagreeing that the school effectively handles student discipline and behavior problems. 

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
661661  STUDENTS STUDENTS                            3737 TEACHERS TEACHERS                                1010 STAFF STAFF                        6060 PARENTS PARENTS

768768

STUDENTSSTUDENTS79%79%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

This school provides instructional materials that reflect
students' cultural background, ethnicity and identity.

All students are treated the same, regardless of
whether their parents are rich or poor.

Respect is shown to all students and their cultural
beliefs and practices.

Students are encouraged to get involved in extra-
curricular activities.

I feel like I belong.

People at the school are socially accepted.

I know what to do if there is an emergency, natural
disaster, or a dangerous situation during school.

I feel safe at this school.
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Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.
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STAFFSTAFF
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80%80%

67%67%
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TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

STAFFSTAFF100%100%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS64%64%

TEACHERSTEACHERS74%74%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS
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89%89%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS73%73%

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

STAFFSTAFF
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STUDENTSSTUDENTS71%71%
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STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

88%88%

88%88%
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

Students carry guns and knives to school.

Students at the school steal money, electronics, or
other valuable things while at school.

Vandalism is a problem at the school.

Drug use is a problem among students at this school.

Alcohol use is a problem among students at this
school.

The school looks clean and pleasant.

Discipline is fair.
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Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.
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The overall impression on cultural and linguistic competence is generally positive, although teachers are split

as to whether they agree that the school provides effective resources and training for teaching students with

IEP's across different languages and cultures. 28% of parents do not know whether the school has quality

programs for their child's talents, gifts, or special needs. In regards to relationships, students agree that their

teachers care about them and make them feel good about themselves. Most staff and teachers agree that they

do a good job helping parents support their children's learning at home, as well as helping parents understand

when their child needs to learn social and emotional skills. Teachers are split in their response as to whether

administrators involve staff in decision-making, and staff are split in their response to whether they have many

informal opportunities to influence what happens within the school. 

The majority of teachers, staff and students feel that they belong at the school. Parents agree that the

school is a friendly place overall and that staff at the school care about what families think. When asked if

they feel safe at the school, the majority of respondents agreed that they do. Staff and teachers feel that

physical conflicts among students is a problem at the school, while students and parents are split as to

whether they agree to that statement. 83% of teachers would agree that students verbally abuse teachers.

Staff and teachers found that bullying is a problem at the school and they agree that staff at the school

always stops bullying when they see it. Most respondents feel that substance abuse is not an issue among

students. 

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
Parents agree that the school looks clean and pleasant and the majority of respondents agree. Staff and

teachers do not feel that their work is hindered by the facilities or lack of materials at the school.

Teachers are split, however, in their response to whether their teaching is hindered by a lack of

instructional space. Students feel their teachers always expect them to do their best, and staff and

teachers feel it's part of their job to prepare students to succeed in college. Parents are split in their

response to whether students have enough healthy food choices at the school. Teachers agree that the

school provides quality counseling or other services to help students with social/emotional needs, but are

split as to whether materials, resources, and training necessary for them to support students'

social/emotional needs is provided or not. Students feel their teachers care about them and feel they can

talk to a teacher or other adult about something bothering them. They are split as to whether students try

to work out their disagreements with other students by talking to them. In terms of discipline, 31% of

parents and 27% of staff do not know if it is fair or not, the majority of teachers find that discipline is not

fair, and the majority of students believe that it is fair. 

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.



November 2021EMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATEEMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATE  

The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
511511  STUDENTS STUDENTS                        4545 TEACHERS TEACHERS                      7373 PARENTS PARENTS                  1414 STAFF STAFF

643643

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

EMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATEEMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATE

Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS86%86%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

TEACHERSTEACHERS67%67%

This school provides instructional materials that reflect
students' cultural background, ethnicity and identity.

All students are treated the same, regardless of
whether their parents are rich or poor.

Respect is shown to all students and their cultural
beliefs and practices.

Students are encouraged to get involved in extra-
curricular activities.

I feel like I belong.

People at the school are socially accepted.

I know what to do if there is an emergency, natural
disaster, or a dangerous situation during school.

I feel safe at this school.

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

77%77%

59%59%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS81%81%

TEACHERSTEACHERS80%80%

STAFFSTAFF69%69%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS78%78%

TEACHERSTEACHERS93%93%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

93%93%

58%58%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS91%91%

TEACHERSTEACHERS93%93%

STAFFSTAFF100%100%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS77%77%

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

93%93%

74%74%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS77%77%

TEACHERSTEACHERS93%93%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

85%85%

77%77%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS76%76%

TEACHERSTEACHERS93%93%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

85%85%

65%65%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS81%81%

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

91%91%

74%74%



November 2021EMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATEEMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATE

The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

EMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATEEMMET BELKNAP INTERMEDIATE

Note: Data is the foundation in which important
conversations can begin; it stands to be interpreted
through dialogue and further analysis which can

result in new and more focused questions.

Physical conflicts among students is a problem at the
school.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

Students carry guns and knives to school.

Students at the school steal money, electronics, or
other valuable things while at school.

Vandalism is a problem at the school.

Drug use is a problem among students at this school.

Alcohol use is a problem among students at this
school.

The school looks clean and pleasant.

Discipline is fair.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS55%55%

TEACHERSTEACHERS73%73%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

84%84%

46%46%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS
10%10%

TEACHERSTEACHERS0%0%

STAFFSTAFF27%27%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS34%34%

TEACHERSTEACHERS22%22%

STAFFSTAFF40%40%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS42%42%

TEACHERSTEACHERS66%66%

STAFFSTAFF83%83%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS20%20%

TEACHERSTEACHERS
18%18%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

8%8%

41%41%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS16%16%

TEACHERSTEACHERS13%13%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

8%8%

15%15%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS64%64%

TEACHERSTEACHERS59%59%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

69%69%

100%100%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS69%69%

TEACHERSTEACHERS29%29%

STAFFSTAFF

PARENTSPARENTS

36%36%

47%47%



SCHOOL CLIMATE SURVEY RESULTSSCHOOL CLIMATE SURVEY RESULTS

Overall Impression on Engagement

L OCK POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

ROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

November

2021

Nearly all students agree that students treat others who are different from them with respect at the school.

Students' and teachers' overall impression on diversity is mostly positive. 35% of parents said they do not

know if the school provides instructional materials that reflect students' cultural background, ethnicity, and

identity. 86% of students enjoy coming to school and most feel that their teachers care about them. In regards

to relationships, nearly all teachers and parents agree that the school communicates with parents in a timely

and ongoing basis. 14% of teachers do not feel that administrators involve staff in decision-making or give

them many opportunities to influence what happens within the school. 11% of parents do not know if the

school has quality programs for their child's talents, gifts, or special needs. Every parent agrees that their

child feels he/she belongs at the school. 

In regards to emotional safety, 100% of parents agree that their child is really cared for by staff and that

the school is a friendly place overall. Teachers feel comfortable discussing feelings, worries, and

frustrations with their supervisor and they agree that the school inspires them to do the very best at their

job. 29% of teachers feel that they cannot manage all student behavior problems. Every teacher at the

school knows what to do if there is an emergency, natural disaster, or a dangerous situation during the

school day. 97% of students feel safe at the school, 100% of teachers feel safe, and 100% of parents feel

that their child is safe. Every participant agrees that cyberbullying is not an issue among students at the

school, while 29% of students say they have been bullied at the school.

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
Every participant agrees that the school looks clean and pleasant. 50% of teachers feel that their teaching

is hindered by poor heating, cooling, and/or lighting systems at the school, and 34% are hindered by a

lack of instructional space. Most agree that teachers at the school feel responsible to help each other do

their best, and that there are adequate programs and resources at the school to support students with

special needs or disabilities. Nearly a quarter of teachers and parents find that the school does not place a

priority on making/providing healthy food choices at the school. Teachers agree that the school provides

quality counseling or other services to help students with social or emotional needs, and that the school

places a priority on helping students with their social, emotional, and behavioral problems. While the

impression on discipline is generally positive, nearly a quarter of parents do not know whether school

rules are applied equally to all students or if discipline is fair. 68% of students say they have gotten in

trouble in class before, and only 8% say the school called home because of their behavior.

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.



November 2021ROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARYROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY

The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
147 147 STUDENTS GRADE 3-4STUDENTS GRADE 3-4                        88 TEACHERS TEACHERS                      5757 PARENTS PARENTS  

212212

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

ROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

STUDENTSSTUDENTS94%94%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

The school emphasizes showing respect for all
students' cultural beliefs and practices.

PARENTSPARENTS79%79%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS92%92%

I feel welcome/like I belong at my school.

PARENTSPARENTS96%96%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

The school communicates with parents in a timely and
ongoing basis. 

PARENTSPARENTS96%96%

People are safe at the school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS97%97%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS29%29%

TEACHERSTEACHERS33%33%

Bullying is a frequent problem at this school.

PARENTSPARENTS8%8%

TEACHERSTEACHERS0%0%

Cyberbullying is a frequent problem among students
at the school.

PARENTSPARENTS0%0%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

The school looks clean and pleasant. 

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%

TEACHERSTEACHERS84%84%

The programs and resources at the school are
adequate to support students with special needs or
disabilities.

PARENTSPARENTS96%96%



November 2021ROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARYROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY

The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

ROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLROY B. KELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Note: Data is the foundation in which
important conversations can begin; it

stands to be interpreted through dialogue
and further analysis which can result in

new and more focused questions.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

The school places a priority on making healthy food
choices for students.

PARENTSPARENTS74%74%

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

The school provides high quality services to help
students with social or emotional needs.

PARENTSPARENTS71%71%

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

The school places a priority on helping students with
their social, emotional, and behavioral problems.

PARENTSPARENTS73%73%

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

School rules are applied equally to all students.

PARENTSPARENTS72%72%

TEACHERSTEACHERS83%83%

Discipline is fair. 

PARENTSPARENTS73%73%



SCHOOL CLIMATE SURVEY RESULTSSCHOOL CLIMATE SURVEY RESULTS

Overall Impression on Engagement

L OCK POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

GEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOLGEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

November

2021

The majority of students and teachers agree that students show respect for all students' cultural beliefs and

practices. Students feel they are all treated equally and are treated the same regardless of where they came

from. Teachers are split in their response to whether the school provides effective resources and training for

teaching students with IEP's across different languages and cultures. Parents' overall impression on

relationships is generally positive, as they feel welcome at the school, feel that the school encourages them to

be active partners in their child's education, and feel that the school promptly responds to their phone calls,

messages, or e-mails. Teachers are split in their response to whether the school asks families to volunteer at

the school. Students feel that their teachers care about them and they are proud to be at their school. 99% of

student respondents agree that they try their best at school.

t93% of students feel safe at the school, 95% of parents and 90% of teachers would agree. Most teachers

know what to do if there is an emergency, natural disaster, or a dangerous situation during the school day.

Parents agree that the school makes it clear to their child what he/she should do if there is an emergency

during the school day, and that the school notifies parents effectively in the case of a school-wise

emergency. Teachers and parents generally do not feel that bullying or cyberbullying are issues at the

school, while 40% of students say they have been bullied at the school. Teachers agree that staff at the

school always stop bullying when they see it and that they would feel comfortable reporting an incident to

a teacher or other staff.  

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
All parents and 75% of teachers agree that the school looks pleasant and clean. Teachers are split in their

response to whether their teaching is hindered by poor heating, cooling, and/or lighting systems at the

school. They are also split in whether we follow up to make sure that newly started programs at the school

are working. Parents agree that attending school every day is important for their child to do well in his/her

classes, and that the school has high expectations for students. Teachers feel that the school places a

priority on students' physical activity but are split in their response to whether it also places a priority on

making healthy food choices. 70% of parents agree that students have enough healthy food choices at the

school. Both parents and teachers are split as to whether discipline is fair. Parents feel that the school

communicates school policies and procedures clearly to parents. In regards to mental health, the overall

impression is positive, as the majority of participants agree that quality counseling or other services is

provided by the school to help students with social or emotional needs. 

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.



GEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARYGEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY

The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
153 153 STUDENTS GRADE 3-4STUDENTS GRADE 3-4                        2222 TEACHERS TEACHERS                      5353 PARENTS PARENTS  

228228

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

GEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOLGEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

STUDENTSSTUDENTS96%96%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

TEACHERSTEACHERS90%90%

The school emphasizes showing respect for all
students' cultural beliefs and practices.

PARENTSPARENTS73%73%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS93%93%

I feel welcome/like I belong at my school.

PARENTSPARENTS96%96%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

The school communicates with parents in a timely and
ongoing basis. 

PARENTSPARENTS91%91%

People are safe at the school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS93%93%

TEACHERSTEACHERS90%90%

PARENTSPARENTS98%98%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS40%40%

TEACHERSTEACHERS5%5%

Bullying is a frequent problem at this school.

PARENTSPARENTS20%20%

TEACHERSTEACHERS0%0%

Cyberbullying is a frequent problem among students
at the school.

PARENTSPARENTS5%5%

TEACHERSTEACHERS70%70%

The school looks clean and pleasant. 

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%

TEACHERSTEACHERS69%69%

The programs and resources at the school are
adequate to support students with special needs or
disabilities.

PARENTSPARENTS90%90%
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

Note: Data is the foundation in which
important conversations can begin; it

stands to be interpreted through dialogue
and further analysis which can result in

new and more focused questions.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

TEACHERSTEACHERS52%52%

The school places a priority on making healthy food
choices for students.

PARENTSPARENTS70%70%

TEACHERSTEACHERS79%79%

The school provides high quality services to help
students with social or emotional needs.

PARENTSPARENTS71%71%

TEACHERSTEACHERS69%69%

The school places a priority on helping students with
their social, emotional, and behavioral problems.

PARENTSPARENTS65%65%

TEACHERSTEACHERS85%85%

School rules are applied equally to all students.

PARENTSPARENTS65%65%

TEACHERSTEACHERS52%52%

Discipline is fair. 

PARENTSPARENTS56%56%

GEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOLGEORGE SOUTHARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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Overall Impression on Engagement

L OCK POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

CHARLES UPSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLCHARLES UPSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

November

2021

The overall impression on engagement is positive; most students feel that they are treated equally and with

respect despite their differences. Teachers and parents agree that the school provides instructional materials

that reflect students' cultural background, ethnicity, and identity. In regards to relationships, Communication

between the school and parents is timely and ongoing. Teachers feel that staff do a good job helping parents

to support their children's learning at home and parents feel comfortable talking to someone at the school

about their child's behavior. Nearly all students feel that their teachers care about them, and 84% of students

enjoy coming to school. The majority of students agree that they have a positive attitude toward school, work

hard at school, and try their best.

All participants feel that they and/or their child is safe at the school. Parents and teachers' impression on

emotional safety is generally positive, with 93% of parents agreeing that the staff really cares about their

child and 86% of teachers agreeing that the school inspires them to do their very best at their job.

Teachers agree that the school or district provides effective training in safety procedures to staff. Racial

conflicts, fighting, theft, abuse, and vandalism are not issues at the school according to teachers and

parents. 45% of students say they have been bullied at the school and 33% say they have been in a fight.

The majority of students agree that they know what to do if they are being bullied and know what to do to

help someone else who is being bullied. Teachers agree that students would feel comfortable reporting a

bullying incident to a teacher or staff. Parents and teachers agree that cyberbullying is not an issue at the

school.

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
Participants agree that the school looks clean and pleasant. Parents feel that attending school every day is

important for their child to do well in his/her classes. Teachers do not feel that their teaching is hindered

by poor heating, cooling, or lighting systems nor are they hindered by a lack of instructional space. 94% of

parents agree that students have enough healthy food choices at the school but 20% of teachers would

disagree. In regards to mental health, teachers agree that the school provides quality counseling or other

services to help students with social or emotional needs. Teachers agree that discipline is fair and parents

agree that the school communicates policies and procedures clearly to parents. One third of parents do

not know about services provided to students to help them with social/emotional needs nor do they know

about programs that develop students' social/emotional skills (e.g., self-control, problem solving, or

getting along with others).

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
89 89 STUDENTS GRADE 3-4STUDENTS GRADE 3-4                        1515 TEACHERS TEACHERS                      3636 PARENTS PARENTS  

140140

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

CHARLES UPSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLCHARLES UPSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

STUDENTSSTUDENTS96%96%

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

The school emphasizes showing respect for all
students' cultural beliefs and practices.

PARENTSPARENTS72%72%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS88%88%

I feel welcome/like I belong at my school.

PARENTSPARENTS90%90%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

The school communicates with parents in a timely and
ongoing basis. 

PARENTSPARENTS94%94%

People are safe at the school.

STUDENTSSTUDENTS98%98%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%

STUDENTSSTUDENTS45%45%

TEACHERSTEACHERS15%15%

Bullying is a frequent problem at this school.

PARENTSPARENTS7%7%

TEACHERSTEACHERS7%7%

Cyberbullying is a frequent problem among students
at the school.

PARENTSPARENTS0%0%

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

The school looks clean and pleasant. 

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%

TEACHERSTEACHERS71%71%

The programs and resources at the school are
adequate to support students with special needs or
disabilities.

PARENTSPARENTS89%89%
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

Note: Data is the foundation in which
important conversations can begin; it

stands to be interpreted through dialogue
and further analysis which can result in

new and more focused questions.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

TEACHERSTEACHERS79%79%

The school places a priority on making healthy food
choices for students.

PARENTSPARENTS94%94%

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

The school provides high quality services to help
students with social or emotional needs.

PARENTSPARENTS60%60%

TEACHERSTEACHERS78%78%

The school places a priority on helping students with
their social, emotional, and behavioral problems.

PARENTSPARENTS67%67%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

School rules are applied equally to all students.

PARENTSPARENTS67%67%

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

Discipline is fair. 

PARENTSPARENTS60%60%

CHARLES UPSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLCHARLES UPSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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Overall Impression on Engagement
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ANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

November

2021

The majority of teachers agree that all students are treated equally, regardless of whether their parents are

rich or poor. 83% of parents agree that the school communicates how important it is to respect the practices

of all cultures. 40% of teachers feel that the school does not provide instructional materials that reflect

students' cultural background, ethnicity and identity, and 80% of teachers feel that the school provides

effective supports for students needing alternative modes of communication. In regards to engagement, most

teachers agree that staff do a good job helping parents to support their children's learning at home.

Communication between the school and parents is timely and ongoing. Parents feel comfortable talking to

someone at the school about their child's behavior. Teachers are split in their response as to whether staff do

a good job helping parents understand when their child needs to learn social, emotional, and character skills.

Teachers are also split in their response to whether staff have many informal opportunities to influence what

happens within the school.

Parents agree that the staff really cares about their child and that the school is a friendly place overall.

Teachers feel like they belong and that people at the school cares about them as a person. Teachers are

split in their response to whether they feel satisfied with the recognition they get for doing a good job.

100% of parents feel their child is safe at the school and do they not feel that racial/ethnic conflicts or

fighting is an issue at the school. 100% of all teachers feel safe at the school and would agree that fighting

is not an issue at the school. 43% of teachers do not believe the school has a written plan that clearly

describes procedures to be performed in natural disasters, but 86% of teachers do feel that the school or

district provides effective training in safety procedures. While most participants feel that cyberbullying is

not an issue at the school 29% of teachers would disagree. Teachers are split in their response to whether

bullying is an issue and whether staff at the school are teased about their race, cultural background,

religion, sexuality, and/or mental/physical disability.

Overall Impression on Safety

Overall Impression on Environment
The majority of participants agree that the school looks clean and pleasant. All parents agree that

attending school every day is important for their child to do well in his/her classes and most feel that

there are programs and resources at the school that are adequate in supporting students with special

needs or disabilities. 57% of teachers feel that their teaching is hindered by a lack of textbooks and basic

supplies at the school. Most parents agree that the school provides high quality services to help students

with social/emotional needs and skills. 86% of teachers feel the school does not place a priority on

students' health needs, and many teachers disagree that discipline is fair. 

Populations surveyed were students, instructional and non-instructional staff, and parents of

students in the Lockport City School District.



ANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARYANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY

The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTSTOTAL PARTICIPANTS
1010  TEACHERSTEACHERS                    2323 PARENTS PARENTS  

3333

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

ANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
The school emphasizes showing respect for all
students' cultural beliefs and practices.

I feel welcome/like I belong at my school.

TEACHERSTEACHERS78%78%

The school communicates with parents in a timely and
ongoing basis. 

PARENTSPARENTS91%91%

People are safe at the school.

Bullying is a frequent problem at this school.

Cyberbullying is a frequent problem among students
at the school.

TEACHERSTEACHERS86%86%

The school looks clean and pleasant. 

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%

TEACHERSTEACHERS43%43%

The programs and resources at the school are
adequate to support students with special needs or
disabilities.

PARENTSPARENTS84%84%

TEACHERSTEACHERS29%29%

PARENTSPARENTS0%0%

TEACHERSTEACHERS57%57%

PARENTSPARENTS26%26%

TEACHERSTEACHERS80%80%

PARENTSPARENTS83%83%

TEACHERSTEACHERS85%85%

PARENTSPARENTS91%91%

TEACHERSTEACHERS100%100%

PARENTSPARENTS100%100%
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The charts below show the percentage of respondents in each group who agreed with the

accompanying statement on the school climate survey.

L OC K POR T  C I T Y  S CHOO L  D I S T R I C T

Note: Data is the foundation in which
important conversations can begin; it

stands to be interpreted through dialogue
and further analysis which can result in

new and more focused questions.

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONSGROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
Continued...

TEACHERSTEACHERS28%28%

The school places a priority on making healthy food
choices for students.

PARENTSPARENTS69%69%

TEACHERSTEACHERS50%50%

The school provides high quality services to help
students with social or emotional needs.

PARENTSPARENTS78%78%

TEACHERSTEACHERS17%17%

The school places a priority on helping students with
their social, emotional, and behavioral problems.

PARENTSPARENTS79%79%

TEACHERSTEACHERS17%17%

School rules are applied equally to all students.

PARENTSPARENTS69%69%

TEACHERSTEACHERS33%33%

Discipline is fair. 

PARENTSPARENTS69%69%

ANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLANNA MERRITT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL


